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Introduction

Throughout the history of public
health, and depending on the theory of dis-
ease causation prevalent at the time, differ-
ent aspects of individuals and their environ-
ments have been considered important as
potential "causes" of disease. 1-3 In its on-
gins, public health was essentially ecologi-
cal, relating environmental and community
characteristics to health and disease. 48 With
the advent of the genn theory and the asso-
ciated unicausal theory of disease causation,
infectious organisms became the relevant
'environmental" factors.9 Other aspects of
the environment were important insofar as
they were conducive to reproduction or
transmission of the biological "causes" of
disease.' 0 In this century, the growing impor-
tance of chronic diseases led to the search
for new causal factors. Emphasis shifted
from environmental factors to individual-
level factors, and research focused on
behavioral and biological characteristics as
risk factors for chronic diseases.

The study of the causes of disease thus
shifted from the environment as a whole to
specific factors within the environment
(biological organisms) and to the behaviors
of individuals. The model of disease causa-
tion shifted from a rather vague, holistic
determination to the unicausal model of the
germ theory and to the multicausal model
(the "web of causation") prevalent today, in
which a variety of biological and behavioral
risk factors are presumed to interact in the
causation of disease." This process has
been accompanied by progressive "individ-
ualization" of risk (i.e., attributing risks to
characteristics of individuals rather than to
environmental or social influences affecting
populations).

This individualization of risk has per-
petuated the idea that risk is individually
determined rather than socially determined,
discouraging research into the effects of

macro-level or group-level variables on
individual-level outcomes. "Lifestyle" and
"behaviors" are regarded as matters of free
individual choice and dissociated from the
social contexts that shape and constrain
them.'2 This tendency by which disease pat-
tems are explained solely in terms of the
characteristics of individuals is analogous
to the doctrine of methodological individu-
alism in social science.'3 According to this
doctrine, "facts about society and social
phenomena are to be explained solely in
terms of facts about individuals."'3tP77) Its
logical correlate is that all variables are best
measured at the individual level, rather than
at the group or macro level, because it is the
individual who is presumed to be truly
important in the causation of disease.
Group-level variables are included in the
analyses only as rough approximations for
individual-level data when the latter are
unavailable. As discussed further in the sec-
tions to follow, ignoring the role of group-
or macro-level variables may lead to an
incomplete understanding of the determi-
nants of disease in individuals as well as
in populations. Group- or macro-level
variables affect individuals directly and also
constrain the choices that individuals make.

The methodological individualism
prevalent in epidemiologic research today
can be countered in several ways. On one
hand, interpretation of individual-level
effects should bear in mind their relation-
ship to macro-level processes. Many vari-
ables measured at the individual level are
strongly conditioned by social processes
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operating at the levels of social groups or

societies. Another approach is to actually
include both macro- and micro-level vari-
ables in epidemiologic studies, as has been
suggested by several authors.12"4-17 The
inclusion of group- or macro-level variables
(together with individual-level variables) in
public health research is quite challenging
from a methodological point of view but is
even more challenging from a theoretical
point of view. If it is to be meaningful (and
not reduced to the mere addition of yet
another set of variables to the "web of cau-

sation"), it requires the development of
models of disease causation (and testable
hypotheses) that extend across levels and
explain how individual- and group-level
variables jointly shape health and disease.

The remainder of this paper discusses
some of the basic concepts and issues
involved in multilevel analysis in more

detail.

Contextual Analysis or Multilevel
Analysis

Many sociologists have argued that the
lives of individuals are affected not only by
their personal characteristics but also by
characteristics of the social groups to which
they belong. The underlying idea is that
social groups are legitimate units of analy-
sis, that group properties are distinct from
those of individual members, and that these
macro-level variables may affect outcomes
independently of individual characteristics
or modify how individual characteristics are

related to outcomes.18"19 Consequently, in
order to understand individual behaviors
and outcomes, it may be useful to analyze
not only the characteristics of individuals
but also those of the social groups to which
they belong.'5

The study of the effects of collective or

group characteristics on individual-level
outcomes has been termed contextual
analysis18,2022 or multilevel analysis.'4'23'24
The effects of group-level properties on

individual-level outcomes have been
referred to as contextual effects. Empiri-
cally, contextual analysis involves the
incorporation of group-level variables into
micro-level equations appropriate for the
study of persons as units of analysis 18
(Table 1). Susser has termed these types of
studies "mixed studies" because they inves-
tigate the effects of ecological independent
variables on individual-level dependent
variables.'5 Several different terms have
been used as synonyms for group-level
variables in these types of analyses, includ-
ing ecological variables,'5'25 macro-level

variables, 14,21 contextual variables, 18,19,21,26
and aggregate variables.'4 Because the
terms "contextual variable" and "aggregate
variable" have also been reserved for a spe-

cial type of group-level variable,'4"15'25 their
use is avoided in this paper. The terms
"group-level variable," "macro-level vari-
able," and "ecological variable" are used
synonymously.

Sociologists have documented group-

level effects for a variety of individual-level
outcomes, including voting behavior,27 edu-
cational attainment,28 attitudes toward educa-

29 satih dstion, and life satisfaction.30 Although dis-

cussion of multilevel analysis in
epidemiology is less common, several
authors have emphasized the importance of
including macro-level variables together
with individual-level variables in epidemio-
logic studies. Morgenstem has argued that
"although disease development is an individ-
ual biological phenomenon, it is possible that
certain important disease determinants can-

not be operationalized entirely at the individ-
ual level."3'(p'61 Von Korff et al.'4 have sug-

gested that multiple levels of determination
(micro- and macro-level variables) should be
included in epidemiologic studies of chronic
diseases. Other authors have emphasized the
need to investigate the role of ecological
measures of socioeconomic context in shap-
ing the distribution of risk factors32'33 and to
articulate "the connections between the
actions of individuals and the socio-ecologi-
cal context in which these actions are per-
formed." 12(p818) In recent reviews of the use

of ecological studies in epidemiology,
Susser'5 and Schwartz34 have suggested that
ecological variables may provide informa-
tion not captured by individual-level data.
Other authors have also argued for a new

epidemiologic paradigm that addresses the
relations within and between structures orga-
nized in a hierarchy of levels, emphasizing
the need to incorporate these multiple levels
into epidemiologic analyses." '35

Even within epidemiology, the idea
that group-level factors may be important in
shaping individual-level outcomes is not at
all new. As far back as 1916, in an elegant
example of epidemiologic research, Gold-
berger et al.36 found that the risk of pellagra
was related to the village-level availability

of fresh fruits and vegetables, indepen-
dently of individuals' incomes. In addition,
higher household income appeared to afford
less protection against pellagra in villages
with poor food availability than in those
with adequate food availability, illustrating
the interaction between individual-level and
village-level factors. Another classic exam-

ple can be found in the field of infectious
diseases, in which it has long been hypothe-
sized that an individual's risk of contracting
an infection depends not only on his or her
own immune status but also on that of the
community.

In recent years, a growing literature
has highlighted the potential importance of
group-level variables in understanding
social inequalities in health.'1637'38 Area-
based measures of poverty and deprivation
have been found to be associated with
health outcomes after adjustment for indi-
vidual-level factors.39-46 Additional studies
have suggested that neighborhood-level
variables may also shape the distribution of
health-related behaviors, 12,47-49 although
other studies have found little evidence of
area effects.5051

Multilevel analysis has also been used
in other public health fields. Neighborhood
characteristics have been shown to be
related to domestic violence.52 Demogra-
phers have documented how country-level
variables such as per capita gross national
product are related to fertility outcomes
independently of individual-level factors.53
Community-level variables have been found
to modify the effects of matemal education
on the risk of infant diarrhea.54 Multilevel
analysis has been used to explore the effects
of type of treatment center on childhood
immunization,55 and Koopman and
Longini56 have illustrated the interaction
between group-level and individual-level
variables in the transmission of dengue.

Types of Group-Level Variables
Used in Multilevel or Contextual
Analysis

The rationale for incorporating group-
level variables in multilevel or contextual
analysis is that they provide information

American Journal of Public Health 217

TABLE 1-Types of Studies

Independent Variable(s) Dependent Variable Type of Study

Group-level Group-level Ecological
Individual-level Individual-level Individual-level
Group- and individual-level Individual-level Multilevel or contextual
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that is not captured by individual-level data.
For example, mean neighborhood income
may provide information that is not cap-
tured by individual-level income. The mean
income of a neighborhood may be a marker
for neighborhood-level factors potentially
related to health (such as recreational facili-
ties, school quality, road conditions, envi-
ronmental conditions, and the types of
foods that are available), and these factors
may affect everyone in the community
regardless of individual-level income. Simi-
larly, community unemployment levels may
affect all individuals living within a com-
munity, regardless of whether or not they
are unemployed.

The conceptual distinction between
group-level and individual-level variables
becomes important when (1) the variable
has analogues at both levels but both meas-
ure different constructs (as in the preceding
examples) or (2) the variable can be mea-
sured only at the group level because it is
defined only at the group level (e.g., exis-
tence of certain types of regulations, popu-
lation density, degree of income inequality
in a community, political regime, legal sta-
tus ofwomen).

Variables that reflect the characteristics
of groups have been classified into two
basic types14,19,21,25,26,57: derived variables
and integral variables. Derived variables
(also termed analytical or aggregate vari-
ables) summarize the characteristics of indi-
viduals in the group (means, proportions, or
measures of dispersion; for example, per-
centage of persons with incomplete high
school educations, median household
income, standard deviation of the income
distribution). Susser has also referred to
derived variables as contextual variables.'5
Integral variables (also termed primary or
global variables) describe characteristics of
the group that are not derived from charac-
teristics of its members (e.g., the existence
of certain types of regulations, availability
of health care, political systems, or popula-
tion density). Integral variables do not have
analogues at the individual level. A special
subset within derived variables is the aver-
age of the dependent variable within the
group. Susser has referred to the contextual
effect of grouped dependent variables on
the outcome as "contagion."'5 This special
use of derived variables has been shown to
be particularly relevant in infectious disease
but may also be important in the study of
other health outcomes. For example, the
prevalence rate of disease in a group may
affect the probability that a given individual
acquires the infection and may modify the
effects of individual-level variables on the
risk of infection.'5'58'59 Likewise, the proba-

bility of adopting a certain behavior (Yij)
may depend in part on the degree to which
the behavior has already been adopted in
the community (j)21

Although derived and integral vari-
ables are sometimes presented as conceptu-
ally distinct, they are closely interrelated.
Derived variables often operate by shaping
certain integral properties of the group. For
example, the composition of a group may
influence the predominant types of interper-
sonal contacts, values, and norms or may
shape organizations or regulations within
the group that affect all members.57 Essen-
tially, whenever derived variables are used
in contextual analysis, they are assumed to
be capturing group properties that are more
than summaries of individual properties.

There is no direct correspondence
between so-called "environmental vari-
ables" (a term used to refer to many differ-
ent types of variables) and group-level vari-
ables. The "social environment," for
example, may have expressions at both the
group and individual levels. A researcher
investigating how community participation
(a characteristic of the social environment)
is related to health outcomes could measure
(1) the number of community organizations
to which each individual belongs (an indi-
vidual-level variable), (2) the percentage of
persons in the community who belong to at
least 1 organization (a group-level derived
variable), and (3) the number of organiza-
tions in the community (a group-level inte-
gral variable). Each variable would be
measuring a slightly different aspect of the
concept of community participation. Other
environmental variables, such as the avail-
ability of public recreation spaces, are
group-level integral variables.

The categorization of other group-level
measures of the physical or chemical envi-
ronment (e.g., air pollution or hours of sun-
light exposure) is more complex. It has
been argued that group-level measures of
physical or chemical exposure should be
conceptualized as a separate category dis-
tinct from both derived and integral vari-
ables.25 These variables are not derived by
aggregating the characteristics of individu-
als, but they do have group-level and indi-
vidual-level analogues (e.g. days of sunlight
in the community and individual-level sun-
light exposure information).25 However,
group-level measures of physical or chemi-
cal exposures are generally used as proxies
for individual-level exposures (which may
be more difficult to measure for logistic or
methodological reasons) rather than as indi-
cators of a group-level property that is con-
ceptually different from the analogous
measure at the individual level. In this

sense, they differ from the other group-level
variables discussed here (derived and inte-
gral), which are presumed to provide infor-
mation on conceptual group-level proper-
ties. Of course, physical or chemical
exposures (measured at the individual level
or the group level) may still have group-
level determinants, such as the presence of
a toxic waste dump in an area (an integral
group-level variable) or the mean income or
racial/ethnic composition of the neighbor-
hood (a derived group-level variable). For
example, the mean atmospheric levels of a
certain pollutant in a neighborhood may be
strongly determined by the presence of a
particular industry in the area. In this case,
neighborhood mean pollutant level can be
thought of as a marker for an integral
group-level variable (presence of the indus-
try in the neighborhood).

Levels ofAnalysis Problems:
Fallacies in Studies Involving
Multiple Levels

Most of the literature regarding levels
of analysis problems in epidemiology has
focused on the fallacies of inferring rela-
tionships at 1 level based on data from
another level. These fallacies arise when
"the methods fail to fit the conceptual
model" (i.e., the conceptual model being
tested corresponds to 1 level but the data
are from another level).60 Because epidemi-
ologists have (at least recently) been con-
cemed with drawing inferences at the indi-
vidual level, the ecological or aggregative
fallacy has received much more attention
than its counterpart, the atomistic fallacy.
Both fallacies can be thought of as varia-
tions of the problem of drawing inferences
at 1 level of aggregation based on data from
another level. The ecological fallacy is the
fallacy of drawing inferences at the individ-
ual level based on group-level data. Sup-
pose a researcher finds that, at the country
level, increasing per capita income is asso-
ciated with increasing motor vehicle-
related mortality. If the researcher infers
that, within countries, increasing income is
associated with increasing motor vehicle-
related mortality, she or he may be commit-
ting the ecological fallacy because, within
countries, motor vehicle-related mortality
may always be higher in low-income than
in high-income persons.

The atomistic fallacy is the fallacy of
drawing inferences at the group level based
on individual-level data. In some cases,
group-level associations (rather than indi-
vidual-level associations) may themselves
be the topic of interest, and associations
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observed at the individual level may not
always hold at the group level. For exam-

ple, even if, within countries, increasing
individual-level income is associated with
decreasing coronary heart disease mortality,
at the country level increasing per capita
income may be associated with increasing
rather than decreasing coronary heart dis-
ease mortality rates. The use of individual-
level data to infer group-level associations
may thus lead to incorrect inferences. Of
course, the degree to which associations
measured at the group level are biased esti-
mates of individual-level associations (and
vice versa) differs according to the problem
at hand. The many circumstances that may
give rise to a discordance between associa-
tions measured at the ecological level and
the individual level, and their mathematical
explanations, have been abundantly dis-
cussed in public health journals.34'61-3

Ultimately, the inferential fallacies just
discussed are methodological problems that
can be overcome by ensuring that the data
collected match the level at which infer-
ences are to be made. In some cases, statisti-
cal methods can be used to partly reduce the
bias that may result when associations at 1
level are inferred to another.62 A more sub-
stantial problem, however, is whether a

study focused on a single level ignores
information that is crucial to understanding
the problem being investigated (i.e., whether
the mechanisms operating at 1 level can be
adequately understood without reference to
other levels). As formulated by Riley,60
although the level at which data are col-
lected may fit the conceptual model being
investigated, important facts pertaining to
other levels may be ignored (i.e., the meth-
ods may fail to fit the facts).

Ignoring relevant group-level variables
in a study of individual-level associations
may lead to what Riley has termed the psy-

chologistic fallacy, that is, assuming that
individual-level outcomes can be explained
exclusively in terms of individual-level
characteristics. As a hypothetical example, a

study based on individuals might find that
immigrants are more likely to develop
depression than natives. But suppose this is
true only for immigrants living in communi-
ties where they represent a small minority.
A researcher ignoring the contextual effect
of community composition might attribute
the higher overall rate in immigrants to the
psychological effects of immigration per se

or even to genetic factors, ignoring the
importance of community-level factors and
thus committing the psychologistic fal-
lacy.57'60 ("Psychologistic fallacy" is not the
most appropriate term, because the individ-
ual-level factors used to explain the out-

come need not only be psychological. Other
authors have used the term "individualistic
fallacy" 57; however, because the term has
also been used as a synonym of the term
"atomistic falacy, 22M64 it is avoided here.)

Analogously, ignoring the role of indi-
vidual-level factors in a study of groups

may lead to what has been termed the soci-
ologistic fallacy.60 Riley provides a public
health-related example. Suppose a

researcher finds that communities with
higher rates of transient population have
higher suicide rates and concludes that
higher rates of transient population lead to
social disorganization, breakdown of social
networks, and increased risk of suicide
among all community inhabitants. It is pos-

sible that individual-level data will show
that most suicides occur in transient resi-
dents and that suicide rates in transient resi-
dents and permanent residents are constant
across communities. If this is the case, the
researcher would be committing the sociol-
ogistic fallacy in attributing the higher sui-
cide rates to social disorganization affecting
all community members rather than to dif-
ferences across communities in the percent-
age of transient residents, who may be more
likely to commit suicide as a result of indi-
vidual-level factors. Both the psychologistic
and the sociologistic fallacies can be
thought of as special types of confounding:
relevant variables pertaining to other levels
have been excluded from the model. By
incorporating multiple levels of determina-
tion in the study of individual outcomes,
multilevel analysis allows for the effects of
macro- and micro-level variables as well as

their interactions, avoiding the psychologis-
tic as well as the sociologistic fallacy.

The two groups of fallacies (ecological
and atomistic vs sociologistic and psycholo-
gistic) are not unrelated. When a group-
level variable is related to the outcome
independently of the same variable mea-

sured at the individual level, or when the
group-level variable modifies the effects of
the individual-level variable on the outcome
(i.e., when there are contextual effects),
ecological regression coefficients will differ

from the corresponding individual-level
coefficients.62 65'66 This occurs because the
individual- and the group-level effects of
the variable are confounded in the ecologi-
cal regression coefficient. As illustrated by
Greenland and Robins,62 the existence of
contextual effects is one (but not the only)
source of the ecological fallacy. The differ-
ent types of fallacies are schematically
summarized in Table 2.

Additional Issues Relevant to
Multilevel or Contextual Analysis

One of the main criticisms leveled at
contextual analysis is related to what has
been referred to as "misspecification of the
model at the individual level": the observed
"contextual or group effect" may be due to
the omission of individual-level variables
related to the outcome and to the group

characteristic investigated.21'67'68 This is

essentially a problem of confounding (or
residual confounding) that is common to
epidemiologic studies in general, including
those based exclusively on individual-level
data. For example, suppose that neighbor-
hood violence level (measured by mean

number of violent crimes committed in the
neighborhood each year) is found to be
associated with increased risk of hyperten-
sion after adjustment for age and gender.
These results may be interpreted as suggest-
ing that neighborhood violence, possibly
through its effects on the stress levels expe-

rienced by individuals, is related to the
development of hypertension. On the other
hand, it is also possible that relevant indi-
vidual-level variables have been excluded
from the model and that the observed
neighborhood effects are due to confound-
ing. If persons living in more violent neigh-
borhoods tend to be of low income and
low-income persons have an increased risk
of hypertension (as a result of income-
related differences in diet, obesity, or other
factors), the observed neighborhood effect
will disappear when individual-level
income is included in the model.

American Journal of Public Health 219

TABLE 2-Types of Fallacies

Unit of Analysis Level of Inference Type of Fallacy

Group Individual Ecological
Individual Group Atomistica
Individual: relevant group-level variables excluded Individual Psychologistica
Group: relevant individual-level variables excluded Group Sociologistic

aAlso called individualistic by some authors.
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There has been considerable debate on
the issue of confounding by individual-level
variables in multilevel analyses.677' In
cases in which the excluded individual-
level variable is related to the outcome and
is not an intermediary variable in the causal
pathway linking group-level characteristics
to disease, its exclusion will clearly lead to
a confounded estimate of the group-level
effect. However, if the individual-level vari-
able is in the causal pathway linking group-
level variables to the outcome, unadjusted
group-level effects may be more appropri-
ate estimates of group effects than adjusted
estimates. Obviously, if it affects health,
"context" must somehow "get into the
body," and it ultimately operates through
individual-level processes; thus, if one were
to include enough individual-level variables
in the regression models, the group-level
effect would disappear. However, this does
not imply that individual-level variables,
rather than group-level variables, are the
"true") cause of the outcome. An analogous
problem arises in studies of individuals
when intermediary variables in the causal
pathway leading from exposure to disease
are included in regression models. Ulti-
mately, the issue of deciding whether a
given variable is an independent cause or is
an intermediate step in a causal chain
involving less proximate variables cannot
be resolved by statistical methods alone. It
needs to be addressed by specifically study-
ing the pathways involved.

In addition to confounding by individ-
ual-level variables, multilevel analysis
incorporates yet another dimension for
potential confounding: confounding may
also occur at the group level if relevant
group-level variables have been omitted
from the model.21 In the preceding exam-
ple, increased neighborhood violence may
be associated with another group-level vari-
able, such as weaker and less cohesive
social networks, which may be the relevant
group-level factor actually related to hyper-
tension in individuals.

As in the case of confounding, the
problem of multicollinearity between vari-
ables is not specific to multilevel analysis
and is often present in studies limited to
individual-level data. In multilevel analysis,
multicollinearilty may also exist between
group-level variables and between group-
level and individual-level variables. In some
cases, correlations between group-level vari-
ables (e.g., mean neighborhood income and
neighborhood unemployment) may be sub-
stantial. In small and homogeneous groups,
derived variables (constructed by aggregat-
ing the characteristics of individuals) may
be highly correlated with their individual-

level analogues (e.g., mean neighborhood
income and individual-level income).21 If
two variables are strongly collinear, it may
be extremely difficult (and perhaps not very
meaningful) to tease apart their independent
effects. Of course, the degree to which these
different types of multicollinearity are pres-
ent may vary greatly depending on the
research question.

Two additional issues that arise in con-
textual analysis are the selection of the
appropriate contextual unit and the selection
of the contextual variables to be included in
the analyses. Both issues are largely depen-
dent on the specific research question being
investigated and on the theoretical model
underlying the research. Selecting the
appropriate contextual unit may be prob-
lematic because "contexts" are often not
clearly defined and may have imprecise lim-
its. For example, if the neighborhood is the
contextual unit of interest, researchers need
to specify exactly what constitutes a neigh-
borhood in operational terms. The bound-
aries of a neighborhood, as perceived by its
inhabitants, may not always coincide with
the geographical units (e.g., census tracts or
block groups) for which data are available.
Of course, many "contexts" relevant to pub-
lic health research (such as workplaces or
schools) may not be based on geographi-
cally defined area of residence, and still oth-
ers (such as professional organizations or
extended families) may not be geographi-
cally defined at all. In addition, individuals
may form part of a variety of nested or
overlapping contexts,2' and teasing apart
their independent effects may be extremely
difficult. For example, if neighborhoods are
strongly segregated on the basis of people's
jobs, the effects of the neighborhood con-
text and the work context may be con-
founded and difficult to isolate. Selecting
the appropriate contextual variables requires
identifying the construct that one wishes to
measure and deciding what variables will be
used to measure it. Often, even when the
relevant group-level constructs can be iden-
tified, the variables needed to measure them
may not be available, and indirect indicators
must be used.

An important methodological issue that
may arise in some studies including data
from multiple levels is the possibility that
individual-level outcomes within groups
may be correlated, even after group- and
individual-level variables are taken into
account. For example, in a study of the
effects of school-level factors on adolescent
drug use in which 20 individuals per school
are sampled in 100 schools, the outcomes
for adolescents within a school may be cor-
related even after individual- and group-

level variables are taken into account
(because children within a school may share
other school-level variables not accounted
for in the analyses). This residual correlation
violates the assumption of independent
observations that underlies usual modeling
strategies. Several different strategies have
been developed to deal with this issue,
which is analogous to the problem that
arises in longitudinal data analysis when
repeated measures are taken on an individ-
ual over time. They include hierarchical lin-
ear or random effects models 23,28,53,72-76 and
marginal or population-average models.77
The statistical details and assumptions, as
well as the situations under which infer-
ences from these models will differ from
standard regression models, have been
extensively discussed in the literature.

Conclusion

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of
multilevel analysis is that it requires a the-
ory of causation that integrates micro- and
macro-level variables and explains these
relationships and interactions across levels.
How are group-level variables presumed to
operate? How do individuals interact with
their contexts? These new models may need
to transcend the rather simplistic notion of
causation that underlies much epidemio-
logic research," incorporating other levels
of determination such as structural or holis-
tic determination.78 As defined by Bunge,
structural determination refers to "the
process by which the behavior of an indi-
vidual (a molecule in a fluid, a person in a
social group) is determined by the overall
structure of the collection to which it
belongs."-78(P'9) A similar notion has been
alluded to by Loomis and Wing, who
referred to the need to think of "cause not
as a property of agents, but one of systems
in which the population phenomena of
health and disease occur," 79(p2) and to con-
ceive populations as organized groups with
relational properties rather than mere aggre-
gates of individuals.79 The complexity of
developing theoretical formulations that
relate multiple levels is an important diffi-
culty in multilevel analyses,21,22 but this
complexity is likely to be a better reflection
of reality than the simpler multicausal mod-
els prevalent today.

Multilevel analysis is no simple task. It
raises numerous theoretical and method-
ological problems that have yet to be
resolved. In addition, it should be empha-
sized that the inclusion of contextual vari-
ables is not indispensable in research on the
social determinants of health. In fact, many
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hypotheses regarding social influences on
health can and should be tested using indi-
vidual-level data. However, because the
processes of disease causation extend
across levels and are likely to involve the
interaction of individual-level and macro-
level variables,'4'79 it seems appropriate to
begin to develop models of disease causa-
tion that integrate these levels and to
include both types of variables in epidemio-
logic studies.

Paradoxically, epidemiology, the study
of disease in populations, has largely been
reduced to the study of individual-level
risk factors for disease. Multilevel analysis
is one way to begin to restore a population
or societal dimension to epidemiologic
research (i.e., the idea that factors operat-
ing at the levels of groups or societies
affect the health of individuals within
them). It challenges epidemiologists to
develop models of disease causation that
integrate macro- and micro-level determi-
nants. Together with other analytic strate-
gies and study designs, multilevel analysis
may contribute to strengthening and revi-
talizing research into the social and collec-
tive determinants of health. D
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